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Quad bike tour in t
Quad Bike Tour in the Sahara Desert in Tunisia

Duration : 2 Hours. 
 

Transfer : Hotel pick-up offered. 
 

Overview : Explore the Sahara Desert in Tunisia on the back of a quad on this half
Pilot your own quad, which allows you to c
inaccessible places. With all the equipment provided (helmet, balaclava and goggles against 
flying sand) and a tea break in a desert camp, this adventure trip contains elements
you comfortable. 
 

 Use of quad, protective glasses, balaclava and gloves;
 Break for tea in a desert camp to refresh the travelers;
 Leading guide provides commentary and navigation;
 Pick up from your hotel in Douz

 
Included :  

 Professional guide ; 
 Pick up and drop off from your ho
 Quad; 
 Helmet, balaclava, glasses.

 

 

Extra : 
 Pick up and drop off from hotels in other cities
 Tips. 

 

Additional Information : 
 Not accessible to people with reduced mobility;
 You will be picked up from your hotel

by car. 
 A pick-up outside of Douz is possible at an additional cost. Nearby public transport;
 Young children should be seated on the lap of an adult;
 Not recommended for travelers with back problems;
 Not recommended for pregnant women;
 No particular physical condition required;
 This tour / activity is private, only your group will participate

 

Starting points :  All hotels in the city of Douz
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bike tour in the Tunisian 
Quad Bike Tour in the Sahara Desert in Tunisia

Douz, Tunisia 

Explore the Sahara Desert in Tunisia on the back of a quad on this half
Pilot your own quad, which allows you to climb and descend huge sand dunes to reach 
inaccessible places. With all the equipment provided (helmet, balaclava and goggles against 
flying sand) and a tea break in a desert camp, this adventure trip contains elements

of quad, protective glasses, balaclava and gloves; 
Break for tea in a desert camp to refresh the travelers; 
Leading guide provides commentary and navigation; 
Pick up from your hotel in Douz. 

Pick up and drop off from your hotel located in the center of Douz (if selected)

balaclava, glasses. 

Pick up and drop off from hotels in other cities 

Not accessible to people with reduced mobility; 
You will be picked up from your hotel in the center of Douz or the nearest place, accessible 

up outside of Douz is possible at an additional cost. Nearby public transport;
Young children should be seated on the lap of an adult; 
Not recommended for travelers with back problems; 
Not recommended for pregnant women; 
No particular physical condition required; 
This tour / activity is private, only your group will participate. 

All hotels in the city of Douz.  
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Tunisian Sahara 
Quad Bike Tour in the Sahara Desert in Tunisia 

Explore the Sahara Desert in Tunisia on the back of a quad on this half-day excursion. 
limb and descend huge sand dunes to reach 

inaccessible places. With all the equipment provided (helmet, balaclava and goggles against 
flying sand) and a tea break in a desert camp, this adventure trip contains elements that will keep 

tel located in the center of Douz (if selected); 

in the center of Douz or the nearest place, accessible 

up outside of Douz is possible at an additional cost. Nearby public transport; 


